[Idiotypes and the idiotypic network].
The variable regions of immunoglobulins express their own antigenetic determinants, the idiotopes (id) which, together, make up the idiotype. Idiotypes can be formed by the antigen-combining site itself, or lie out of its reach. They are encoded by germ-line, rearranged or mutated genes. Each id is under the control of anti-id antibody and behaves as the internal image of the antigen. The id-network is, most probably, incomplete, since each anti-id is degenerate and able to recognize several id. The Jerne's hypothesis has therefore been modified with the introduction of new concepts, such as regulatory or complementary id and parallel sets of id. The id and anti-id responses oscillate about one another, following immunization. These findings must be taken into account when hypothesizing on the physiopathology of autoimmunity. They have been put into practice to manipulate immune response, and consequently to design new vaccines and to treat patients with beta lymphocyte malignancies.